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Executive Summary

An estimated 1.7% of youth (aged 13-19) and 0.3% of adults in the United States identify as transgender. Applying these percentages to the number of youth and adults living in Washington State indicates that the state is home to approximately 10,500 transgender youth aged 13-19 and 15,900 adults aged 20 and older.

Washington State Initiative Measure 1515 (“the initiative”) requires public schools to restrict use of restrooms, locker rooms, shower rooms, saunas, and changing areas according to sex, “as determined biologically or genetically at birth.” The initiative also prohibits the state and localities from enacting ordinances, rules, or other policies that would allow individuals to use gender-segregated facilities that do not correspond to their biological sex. The initiative also explicitly allows public and private entities to designate and segregate private facilities, such as restrooms and changing areas, by biological sex. These policies are in conflict with several federal laws, and, if enacted, could lead to litigation, administrative enforcement, and other actions that could result in costs and lost revenue to the State of Washington. This memorandum analyzes the potential fiscal impact on Washington State as a result of the conflicts between the initiative and seven federal laws: Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Executive Order 13672, the Workforce Innovation and Opportunities Act, the Violence Against Women Act, the Affordable Care Act, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the Housing Act of 1949.

The potential fiscal impact of the bill includes:

- Loss of federal educational funding of approximately $1 billion annually as a result of Title IX violations in K-12 schools;
- Litigation and enforcement costs against K-12 schools both under the initiative’s directives as well as resulting from violations of Title IX and Title VII.

The initiative also encourages and could possibly be interpreted to mandate violations of federal law in all other public institutions and spaces. To the extent that other state, local and higher education entities comply with the initiative in violation of federal law, the fiscal impact could include:

- Loss of federal education funding of $520 million to $560 million in public post-secondary educational institutions and loss of federal student loan funding of $2.5 billion to $2.7 billion as a result of Title IX violations;
• Loss of federal contracts to public post-secondary educational institutions of an estimated $60 million to $90 million annually as a result of Executive Order 13672 violations;
• Loss of federal contracts to state and local entities of an estimated $20 million to $40 million annually as a result of Executive Order 13672 violations;
• Loss of federal funding to support the Washington Workforce Training and Education Coordinating Board of up to $65 million annually as a result of violations of the Workforce Innovation & Opportunity Act;
• Loss of federal grants authorized by the Violence Against Women Act of an estimated $2.5 million or more annually;
• Loss of federal funding from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services as a result of Affordable Care Act violations;
• Loss of federal funding from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development as a result of violations of the Housing Act of 1949;
• Costs incurred as a result of litigation and federal administrative enforcement under Title IX, Executive Order 13672, the Workforce Innovation & Opportunity Act, the Affordable Care Act, the Violence Against Women Act, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the Equal Access Rule promulgated under the Housing Act of 1949.
I. Loss of Federal Funding to Washington K-12 Schools

Title IX & Gender Identity Discrimination

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits discrimination based on sex in all federally funded education programs and activities. Title IX applies broadly to educational institutions, prohibiting discrimination in all operations by state, local, and private schools that receive federal funding, with a few limited exceptions. Title IX protects students, as well as teachers and staff, from discrimination.

The U.S. Department of Education has interpreted Title IX to prohibit discrimination based on gender identity. Consistent with this interpretation, the U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights has resolved complaints of gender identity discrimination in favor of transgender individuals. These resolutions have required school districts to allow transgender students to access restrooms and other facilities that correspond to their gender identity. The Office for Civil Rights has explicitly determined that permitting a transgender student to use a separate, gender-neutral facility, such as a single-stall faculty restroom, does not absolve a school district of Title IX liability. Rather, the Office for Civil Rights has interpreted Title IX to require that schools allow students to access shared restrooms and facilities that correspond to their gender identity.

Fiscal Impact of Title IX Violations in K-12 Public Schools

Washington’s K-12 public schools are at risk of losing federal funding under the initiative because it requires public schools to restrict use of restrooms based on biological sex. This policy is in conflict with the Department of Education’s interpretation of Title IX to require public schools to allow transgender individuals to access shared restrooms and other facilities consistent with their gender identity. The Department of Education may revoke or withhold funding from educational institutions that violate Title IX and refuse to correct the violation.

Washington elementary and secondary schools receive approximately $1 billion in federal funding each year from the federal government. From school year 2009-10 to school year 2014-15, federal funding to Washington K-12 public schools has ranged from $878 million to $1.3 billion. Federal primary and secondary educational funds make up approximately 9% of all of Washington State’s K-12 funding, and 2.5% of the state's total budget. The initiative would put this funding at risk of being revoked or withheld by the Department of Education.

II. Costs of Private Litigation Against Washington K-12 Public Schools

In addition to the costs of potential administrative enforcement and private actions against Washington K-12 public schools for violations of Title IX and Title VII (see section X, infra), the initiative directly provides students with a private right of action against schools if they "while accessing a public school student restroom...encounter[] a person of the opposite sex" and the school "gave that person
permission to use facilities of the opposite sex” or “failed to take reasonable steps to prohibit that person from using facilities of the opposite sex.” This means that there will be avenues for litigation both for those who comply with the new law created by the initiative and thus violate federal law, and for those who comply with federal law and thus violate the law established by the initiative.

For those people who bring private rights of action against schools for violations of the law proposed by the initiative, the new statute would provide for a right for the student to recover $2,500 for “each instance in which they encountered a person of the opposite sex while accessing a public school student restroom,” as well as monetary damages for “all psychological, emotional, and physical harm suffered,” and "reasonable attorneys' fees and costs." Assuming that even just one student brings a private lawsuit for violations of the proposed law that they encountered over one month, litigation costs could add up very quickly. If the complaining student encountered a transgender student in the school restroom just once a day for a month, the complaining student could demand $50,000 by right under the statute, without any additional demand for damages for psychological, emotional or physical harm. Additionally, attorneys' fees awarded could easily double or triple the overall costs of the lawsuit. Given that there are approximately 10,500 transgender youth aged 13-19 in Washington State, if even 1% of those youth are given permission by their schools to use the restrooms that match their gender identity in order to remain in compliance with federal law, this would still indicate that over 100 transgender students' schools would be vulnerable to private lawsuits from all other students in those schools.

III. Loss of Federal Funding in Higher Education and Other Public Educational Institutions in Washington State

Fiscal Impact of Title IX Violations in Higher Education and Other Public Educational Institutions

The initiative only mandates gender-segregated restrooms in "public schools," which appears to refer to only public elementary and secondary schools. However, it also allows for public and private entities to segregate restroom facilities by biological sex and prohibits the state or localities from enacting laws or policies that allow use of such facilities based on gender identity or expression. While the initiative language is not clear, it could possibly be interpreted as a sex segregation mandate in public buildings, which would include Washington institutions of higher education and other public educational institutions. Such a mandate would be a violation of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, as explained above. This could also put higher education and other educational institutions' federal funding at risk of being discontinued.

In fiscal year 2015, Washington received $520 million in federal funding from the Department of Education for its postsecondary and other educational programs as well as $2.5 billion in federal student loans. In fiscal year 2016, Washington postsecondary and other educational programs will receive an estimated $517 million in federal funding and $2.6 billion in student loans from the Department of Education, and by 2017, the figures are projected to grow to $561 million and $2.7 billion, respectively.
Executive Order 13672 & Gender Identity Discrimination

Executive Order 13672, which amends Executive Order 11246, prohibits federal contractors that receive more than $10,000 in federal contracts annually from discriminating against employees and job applicants based on gender identity. The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs has issued guidance stating that Executive Order 13672 requires contractors to “allow employees and applicants to use restrooms consistent with their gender identity,” and defines gender identity as “one’s internal sense of one’s own gender. It may or may not correspond to the sex assigned to a person at birth, and may or may not be made visible to others.”

Fiscal Impact of Executive Order 13672 Violations in Higher Education and Other Public Educational Institutions

The initiative would put state and local universities and other public educational institutions at risk of losing federal contracts and being barred from future bidding opportunities if the initiative is interpreted to mandate sex segregation in violation of Executive Order 13672.

In the past three fiscal year periods, public post-secondary educational institutions in Washington have received between $62.7 million and $91.6 million in federal contracting dollars annually.

- In fiscal year 2015, public post-secondary educational institutions in Washington received a total of $65.4 million in federal contracting dollars.
- In fiscal year 2014, public post-secondary educational institutions in Washington received a total of $91.6 million in federal contracting dollars.
- In fiscal year 2013, public post-secondary educational institutions in Washington received a total of $62.7 million in federal contracting dollars.
- Educational entities that received contracts during the period from fiscal year 2013 through fiscal year 2015 included the University of Washington, Big Bend Community College, Central Washington University, Clover Park Technical College, Eastern Washington University, Washington State Community College (District 3), Washington State University, Western Washington University, and Yakima Valley Community College.

As a result of the initiative, Washington's state colleges and universities could be at risk of losing up to $60 million to $90 million in federal contacts annually, assuming that they continue to receive federal contracting dollars in amounts similar to that received over the past few years. Public post-secondary institutions may also be debarred from bidding on future federal contracting opportunities if they are found in violation of Executive Order 13672.

IV. Loss of Federal Contracts to State and Local Governments

Fiscal Impact of Executive Order 13672 Violations by State and Local Governments

While the initiative does not directly mandate that state and local governments segregate restrooms by biological sex like they do for public schools, it does prohibit the enactment of state or local laws,
ordinances or policies that permit the use of gender segregated restrooms based on gender identity if it
does not match sex assigned at birth. This strongly encourages and could be interpreted to require
states and localities to discriminate based on gender identity and expression, in violation of Executive
Order 13672. Like institutions of higher education, if state or local governments are required to engage
in discrimination based on gender identity, they too, will risk loss of contract funding with any federal
contracts receiving $10,000 or more.

In the past three fiscal year periods, Washington state and local government entities have received
between $17.8 million and $39.4 million in federal contracting dollars annually.

- In fiscal year 2015, state and local government entities in Washington received a total of $31.8
  million in federal contracting dollars. 32
- In fiscal year 2014, state and local government entities in Washington received a total of $17.8
  million in federal contracting dollars. 33
- In fiscal year 2013, state and local government entities in Washington received a total of $39.4
  million in federal contracting dollars. 34
- Public entities that received contracts during the period from fiscal year 2013 through fiscal year
  2015 included the Washington State Department of Agriculture, the City of Seattle Department
  of Information Technology, the Douglas Grant Lincoln Okanogan Counties Public Hospital
  District, and the Washington State Department of Employment Security, among others. 35

As a result of the initiative, Washington’s state and local government entities could be at risk of losing
up to $20 million to $40 million in federal contacts annually, assuming that state and local entities
continue to receive federal contracting dollars in amounts similar to that received over the past few
years. State and local entities may also be debarred from bidding on future federal contracting
opportunities if they are found in violation of Executive Order 13672.

V. Loss of Federal Funding to Support the Washington Workforce
Training and Education Coordinating Board

The Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act & Gender Identity Discrimination

The Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act is a federal law that provides financial support to states
to “help job seekers access employment, education, training, and support services” and to match
employers with skilled employees. 36 In Washington, the program is administered by the Workforce
Training and Education Coordinating Board. 37

The Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act prohibits funding recipients from discriminating against
employees and program participants based on sex. 38 The U.S. Department of Labor has issued a
proposed regulation interpreting the sex non-discrimination requirement to prohibit discrimination
based on gender identity. 39 The regulation specifically states that recipients of funding under the
Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act are prohibited from “denying individuals access to the
bathrooms used by the gender with which they identify.” 40
**Fiscal Impact of Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act Violations**

The initiative could put at risk funding received by Washington under the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act. Under a more stringent interpretation of the initiative, all Workforce Training and Education Coordinating Board facilities and centers could be required to prohibit transgender employees and program participants from using restrooms that correspond to their gender identity. This practice would violate the express terms of the Department of Labor’s proposed regulation prohibiting gender identity discrimination, and could result in suspension or termination of funding.41

Loss of funding under the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act could be up to tens of millions of dollars each year. In 2015, Washington received over $64 million dollars in federal funding to support WIOA programs under The Washington Workforce Training and Education Coordinating Board.42

**VI. Loss of Federal Funding under the Violence Against Women Act**

The Violence Against Women Act & Gender Identity Discrimination

The Violence Against Women Act authorizes 24 grant programs “designed to help the nation’s capacity to reduce domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, and stalking by strengthening services to victims and holding offenders accountable.”43 The Act prohibits discrimination based on gender identity by grant recipients.44 Under guidance issued by the Office of Justice Programs in the U.S. Department of Justice, sex-specific programs or services should be made accessible based on an individual’s self-identified gender.45

The non-discrimination requirement applies to all operations of grant recipients (not only the operations funded by the grant), and protects grant beneficiaries as well as employees of grant recipients.46 States and local governments that receive or administer grant funding under the Act must comply with the non-discrimination requirements.47

**Fiscal Impact of Violence Against Women Act Violations**

The initiative would put at risk grants made to state and local entities under the Violence Against Women Act. Under the initiative, state and local grant recipients could be required to prohibit transgender individuals from using restrooms that correspond to their gender identity in public buildings as well as in program-related housing. This policy would violate the Violence Against Women Act’s non-discrimination requirement and implementing guidance issued by the Office of Justice Programs, and could result in suspension or termination of funds.48

In the past three fiscal year periods, state and local entities in Washington have received $2.6 to $4.1 million in grants authorized by the Violence Against Women Act.

- In fiscal year 2015, state and local entities in Washington received $3,951,576 in grants under the Violence Against Women Act. Those funds were distributed to Edmonds Community College, Pierce County and the Washington Department of Commerce.49
In fiscal year 2014, state and local entities in Washington received $4,082,873 in grants under the Violence Against Women Act. Those funds were distributed to the City of Vancouver, Thurston County, the Washington Department of Commerce and Washington State University. In fiscal year 2013, state and local entities in Washington received $2,607,132 in grants under the Violence Against Women Act. Those funds were distributed to the cities of Bellingham and Seattle, Pierce and Spokane Counties, and the Washington Department of Commerce, and the Washington State Administrative Office of the Courts.

As a result of the initiative, Washington's state and local government entities could be at risk of losing an estimated $2.6 million to $4.1 million in grant funding annually, assuming that state and local entities continue to receive Violence Against Women Act grants in amounts similar to that received over the past several years.

VII. Loss of Federal Funding under Other Grant Programs

Guidance issued by the Office of Justice Programs states that the gender identity non-discrimination requirement that applies to grants authorized by the Violence Against Women Act may also apply to one or more other grant programs administered by the Office of Justice Programs. The guidance does not specify which grant programs these may be, but states that the Office of Justice Programs will notify grant applicants and recipients that these non-discrimination requirements apply during the grant-making process.

If state or local entities in Washington receive additional grants administered by the Office of Justice Programs, they may also be at risk of having the funds suspended or terminated for not complying with the Violence Against Women Act’s gender identity non-discrimination requirement.

VIII. Loss of Federal Funding under the Affordable Care Act

The Affordable Care Act & Gender Identity Discrimination

The Affordable Care Act prohibits discrimination based on gender identity in health care programs or activities. A proposed regulation issued by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) incorporated Title IX regulations to prohibit discrimination based on sex using the same language that the Department of Education and the Department of Justice have interpreted to mean that discrimination based on sex includes requiring access to shared restrooms based on gender identity. The comments on the proposed regulations also indicated that HHS intended to promulgate regulations that are "consistent with the principle that discrimination on the basis of sex includes discrimination on the basis of gender identity... consistent with recent guidance issued and enforcement actions taken by the U.S. Department of Education, the U.S. Department of Justice, and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission," and cited to recent enforcement actions that included holding that prohibiting access to shared restrooms based on gender identity is discrimination based on sex.
The non-discrimination requirement applies to all operations of funding recipients (not only the federally funded operations). State and local governments that receive such funding must comply with the non-discrimination requirements.

**Fiscal Impact of Affordable Care Act Violations**

The initiative could put at risk federal Affordable Care Act funding issued to state and local entities by HHS. Under the initiative, state and local HHS funding recipients could be required to prohibit transgender individuals from using restrooms that correspond to their gender identity in public buildings. This policy could violate HHS’ proposed regulations that seek to prohibit discrimination based on gender identity in the same way that Title IX does, and could result in suspension or termination of funding.

Given available data sources, it is not possible to track the amount of HHS funding issued to state and local government entities in Washington under the Affordable Care Act. Nonetheless, available data show that the state, in general, receives a significant amount of funding for Department of Health and Human Services programs, such as Medicaid and CHIP. Washington received an estimated $5.3 billion in Medicaid funding in fiscal year 2015, and will receive an estimated $215 million in CHIP funding in fiscal year 2016. Some portion of this funding would likely go to state and local government entities that administer Affordable Care Act programs.

**IX. Loss of Federal Funding under Department of Housing and Urban Development Programs**

**The Department Housing and Urban Development & Gender Identity Discrimination**

The Housing Act of 1949 charged the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) with accomplishing "the goal of a decent home and a suitable living environment for every American family." HUD has used this charge as well as its authority to "make such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out [HUD's] functions, powers, and duties" to promulgate rules, regulations, and guidance that ensure non-discrimination in HUD programs.

In 2012, HUD established the Equal Access Rule, a regulation which required that HUD-funded housing be made equally accessible regardless of gender identity and prohibited inquiries into a person's gender identity in the provision of housing that receives HUD funding, but did "not prohibit lawful inquiries of an applicant or occupant’s sex where the housing provided...is temporary, emergency shelter that involves the sharing of sleeping areas or bathrooms.

After monitoring the results of that exception, HUD determined that further guidance and regulations were needed to explicitly require that individuals be given access to sex-segregated spaces in accordance with their gender identity. The proposed regulations remove the previous exception allowing inquiries into gender identity and require that "[p]lacement and accommodation of individuals in shelters and other buildings and facilities with...shared sleeping quarters or shared bathing facilities
shall be made in accordance with the individual’s gender identity," except "[u]nder narrow circumstances...[when] necessary to ensure health and safety."\textsuperscript{65}

The proposed regulations would apply to recipients and sub-recipients of assistance under the Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS (HOPWA) program, Emergency Solutions Grants (ESG) program, and the Continuum of Care (CoC) program, among others.\textsuperscript{66} Under the HOPWA Program, HUD provides grants for projects that benefit the housing needs of low-income people living with HIV/AIDS and their families.\textsuperscript{67} The Emergency Solutions Grant Program provides federal funding to support the provision and operation of emergency shelters and programs that prevent homelessness.\textsuperscript{68} The Continuum of Care (CoC) Program provides funding to rehouse homeless individuals and families and promote the use of mainstream programs by homeless individuals and families.\textsuperscript{69}

Under previously issued guidance by HUD and the new proposed regulations, HOPWA, ESG and CoC programs providers are expected to place individuals in single sex shelters with shared sleeping areas and restrooms based on a person’s gender identity unless health or safety concerns dictate otherwise.\textsuperscript{70} States and local governments that receive or administer grant funding under the Act must comply with the non-discrimination requirements. Entities that violate the Equal Access Rule "will be subject to all sanctions and penalties for violation of program requirements, as provided for under the applicable program, including the withholding of HUD assistance."\textsuperscript{71}

\textbf{Fiscal Impact of HUD Violations in HOPWA, ESG, and CoC Programs}

The initiative could put at risk federal HOPWA, ESG, or CoC funding issued to state and local entities by HUD. Under the initiative, state and local funding recipients could be required to prohibit transgender individuals from using restrooms that correspond to their gender identity in single-sex shelters. This policy would violate HUD's guidance that requires placement in single-sex facilities based on gender identity, and could result in suspension or termination of funding.

Based on available data sources, it is not possible to distinguish HUD funding that went to state or local entities from that which was awarded to private organizations. However, in the last three years, HOPWA, ESG and CoC funding together were approximately $50 million to $55 million in Washington State.

- In 2015, HOPWA funding totaled $2,504,925, ESG funding totaled $4,535,583, and data were unavailable on CoC funding.\textsuperscript{72}
- In 2014, HOPWA funding totaled $3,236,966, ESG funding totaled $4,195,289, and CoC funding totaled $48,190,412.\textsuperscript{73}
- In 2013, HOPWA funding totaled $3,033,880, ESG funding totaled $3,562,355, and CoC funding totaled $42,851,467.\textsuperscript{74}

Some portion of this funding would likely go to state and local government entities that administer HUD programs under these grants.
X. Litigation and Enforcement Actions

Washington's state and local governments will also incur the costs of litigation and administrative enforcement actions under Title IX, Executive Order 13672, the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act, the Violence Against Women Act, the Affordable Care Act, the Equal Access Rule, and Title VII as a result of the initiative.

All seven of these federal laws allow individuals to file administrative complaints of discrimination. Under Title IX, any individual is permitted to file a complaint alleging that a school policy violates the law; the person need not have experienced discrimination under the policy. Similarly, any individual may file a complaint under the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act if he or she believes that any specific class of individuals has been subjected to discrimination. Complaints filed under the laws trigger administrative enforcement procedures, such as investigations and compliance reviews. These procedures may be burdensome to state and local entities, particularly those that are under-resourced and understaffed.

State and local entities in Washington could also face litigation costs as a result of the law. All seven federal laws discussed in this memo allow the Department of Justice (or another federal agency) to bring suit against entities that fail to comply with the laws.

In addition, three of these laws, Title IX, Title VII, and the Affordable Care Act, provide a private right of action, allowing individuals who have been discriminated against to file lawsuits alleging discrimination directly in court. State and local government entities are not immune from suits brought under Title IX and Title VII, as the U.S. Supreme Court has held that Congress validly abrogated states’ Eleventh Amendment sovereign immunity under both laws. The same would likely be true for suits brought under the Affordable Care Act, since the statute expressly incorporates the scope and enforcement of Title IX protections.

A case recently filed under Title IX in Virginia demonstrates that parents and legal organizations are willing to take schools to court for not allowing transgender students to use the restroom consistent with their gender identity. In addition, employees may file lawsuits under Title VII if their employers refuse to allow them to use the restroom consistent with their gender identity. Several federal courts and the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission have held that gender identity discrimination is a form of sex discrimination prohibited by Title VII. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and the Department of Justice have specifically interpreted Title VII to require employers to provide employees access to workplace restrooms and changing facilities consistent with their gender identity.

With thousands of transgender youth and adults in Washington, the costs and burden associated with litigation and administrative enforcement could be significant.
XI. Conclusion

Washington State Initiative Measure 1515 conflicts with the gender identity non-discrimination requirements of federal laws including Title IX, Executive Order 13672, the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act, the Violence Against Women Act, the Affordable Care Act, the Equal Access Rule under the Housing Act of 1949, and Title VII by restricting restroom access to individuals based on the biological sex. As a result, state and local government entities in Washington are at risk of losing up to $1 billion in federal funding for K-12 education, $520 million to $560 million in federal funding to public post-secondary educational institutions, $2.5 billion to $2.7 billion in student loan funding, $80 million to $130 million in federal contracts, $65 million in federal funding to support the Washington Workforce Training and Education Coordinating Board, $2.5 million to $4 million in grants authorized by the Violence Against Women Act, and Affordable Care Act, HOPWA, ESG, and CoC funding to state and local entities from the Department of Health and Human Services. In addition, the initiative would likely give rise to litigation and administrative enforcement actions that impose burdens and costs on the state.
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23 U.S. DEP’T OF EDUC., FUNDS FOR STATE FORMULA-ALLOCATED AND SELECTED STUDENT AID PROGRAMS 111-12 http://www2.ed.gov/about/overview/budget/statetables/17stbystate.pdf (last visited Apr. 7, 2016). We include student loans in our calculations, because the Supreme Court ruled that "Title IX coverage is not foreclosed merely because federal funds are granted to the students rather than to the College's educational programs," and a violation of Title IX "warrants the Department's termination of federal assistance to the student financial aid program." Grove City Coll. v. Bell, 465 U.S. 555, 556 (1984) (superseded by statute on other grounds).


27 The executive order and its implementing regulations provide for several enforcement mechanisms. A contractor that has violated EO 13672 may have its name published for failing to comply; may have its contracts canceled, terminated, or suspended; and may be prohibited from receiving future contracts for a period of at least

Additionally, contracts to entities that received less than $10,000 in contracting dollars during the year were removed because the executive order does not apply to such contractors. The remaining contract amounts were summed.

Advanced Data Search, usaspending.gov, https://www.usaspending.gov/Pages/AdvancedSearch.aspx (last visited Apr. 12, 2016) (select Fiscal Year: FY-2015, select Recipient State: Washington, select Place of Performance State: Washington, select Contractor Type: Educational Institution). The data that resulted from this search were downloaded and contracts to private educational institutions were removed. Contracts to public postsecondary institutions that were included in the state and local governments search and not included in this advanced search (see search parameters, infra note 32) were added to the contracts found through the educational institutions advanced search. Additionally, contracts to entities that received less than $10,000 in contracting dollars during the year were removed because the executive order does not apply to such contractors. The remaining contract amounts were summed.

Advanced Data Search, usaspending.gov, https://www.usaspending.gov/Pages/AdvancedSearch.aspx (last visited Apr. 12, 2016) (select Fiscal Year: FY-2014, select Recipient State: Washington, select Place of Performance State: Washington, select Contractor Type: Educational Institution). The data that resulted from this search were downloaded and contracts to private institutions were removed. Contracts to public postsecondary institutions that were included in the state and local governments search and not included in this advanced search (see search parameters, infra note 33) were added to the contracts found through the educational institutions advanced search. Additionally, contracts to entities that received less than $10,000 in contracting dollars during the year were removed because the executive order does not apply to such contractors. The remaining contract amounts were summed.

Advanced Data Search, usaspending.gov, https://www.usaspending.gov/Pages/AdvancedSearch.aspx (last visited Apr. 12, 2016) (select Fiscal Year: FY-2013, select Recipient State: Washington, select Place of Performance State: Washington, select Contractor Type: Educational Institution). The data that resulted from this search were downloaded and contracts to private institutions were removed. Contracts to public postsecondary institutions that were included in the state and local governments search and not included in this advanced search (see search parameters, infra note 31) were added to the contracts found through the educational institutions advanced search. Additionally, contracts to entities that received less than $10,000 in contracting dollars during the year were removed because the executive order does not apply to such contractors. The remaining contract amounts were summed.

See contractor lists generated using methodology in notes 28-30, supra.

Advanced Data Search, usaspending.gov, https://www.usaspending.gov/Pages/AdvancedSearch.aspx (last visited Apr. 12, 2016) (select Fiscal Year: FY-2015, select Recipient State: Washington, select Place of Performance State: Washington, select Contractor Type: Local Government, State Government). The data that resulted from this search were downloaded and contracts to private institutions were removed. Contracts to public postsecondary institutions were removed and placed in the count of postsecondary contracts if they had not been found through the previous advanced search (supra note 28). Additionally, contracts to entities that received less than $10,000 in contracting dollars during the year were removed because the executive order does not apply to such contractors. The remaining contract amounts were summed.
Advanced Data Search, usaspending.gov, https://www.usaspending.gov/Pages/AdvancedSearch.aspx (last visited Apr. 12, 2016) (select Fiscal Year: FY-2014, select Recipient State: Washington, select Place of Performance State: Washington, select Contractor Type: Local Government, State Government). The data that resulted from this search were downloaded and contracts to private institutions were removed. Contracts to public postsecondary institutions were removed and placed in the count of postsecondary contracts if they had not been found through the previous advanced search (supra note 29). Additionally, contracts to entities that received less than $10,000 in contracting dollars during the year were removed because the executive order does not apply to such contractors. The remaining contract amounts were summed.

Advanced Data Search, usaspending.gov, https://www.usaspending.gov/Pages/AdvancedSearch.aspx (last visited Apr. 12, 2016) (select Fiscal Year: FY-2013, select Recipient State: Washington, select Place of Performance State: Washington, select Contractor Type: Local Government, State Government). The data that resulted from this search were downloaded and contracts to private institutions were removed. Contracts to public postsecondary institutions were removed and placed in the count of postsecondary contracts if they had not been found through the previous advanced search (supra note 30). Additionally, contracts to entities that received less than $10,000 in contracting dollars during the year were removed because the executive order does not apply to such contractors. The remaining contract amounts were summed.

See contractor lists generated using methodology in notes 32-34, supra.


81 Fed. Reg. 4494, 4550 (Jan. 26, 2016). The comment period for the proposed rule has closed, and the agency is in the process of developing the final rule.

Id. at 4508.

Id. at 4571.


Id. at 4.

Id. at 5.

42 U.S.C. §§ 13925(b)(13)(c); 3789d(c)(2)(B)-(D)


Office of Justice Programs Office for Civil Rights, supra note 45 at 3.

42 U.S.C. § 18116; 80 Fed. Reg. 54172, 54216 (Sept. 8, 2015). The comment period for the proposed rule has closed, and the agency is in the process of developing the final rule.

The proposed regulations explicitly define "on the basis of sex" to include on the basis of gender identity. 80 Fed. Reg. 54172, 54216 (Sept. 8, 2015). Additionally, they incorporate Title IX implementing regulations at 45 C.F.R. § 86.31(b)(1) through (8), which use the exact same language as 34 C.F.R. § 106.31(b)(1) through (7). This language was used to explain that prohibiting transgender students from using shared restrooms that conform with their gender identity is a violation of Title IX: “[T]he District excluded the Student, on the basis of sex, from participation in and denied the Student the benefits of its education program; provided different benefits or benefits in a different manner; subjected the Student to different rules of behavior; and to different treatment, in violation of the regulation implementing Title IX, at 34 C.F.R. § 106.31.” Finding Letter from Timothy C.J. Blanchard, Office for Civil Rights, U.S. Dep’t of Educ., supra note 10 at 5.


Id. at 54173.

Id. at 54194-54195.

The Affordable Care Act states that “[t]he enforcement mechanisms provided for and available under such title VI, title IX, section 794, or such Age Discrimination Act shall apply for purposes of violations of [the non-discrimination requirement.” 42 U.S.C. § 18116. The enforcement mechanisms provided for in these other laws include suspension or termination of funding if a recipient is in violation of the law’s non-discrimination requirements. See 80 Fed. Reg. 54192 (Sept. 8, 2015).


42 U.S.C. §3535(d).


Id. at 72649. The comment period for the proposed rule has closed, and the agency is in the process of developing the final rule.

Id. at 72648.


data that resulted from these searches were downloaded and the funding amounts from the three programs were summed.

72 *CPD Allocations and Awards*, HUD Exchange, https://www.hudexchange.info/grantees/cpd-allocations-awards/ (last visited Apr. 19, 2016) (select Year: 2015, select State: Washington, select Program: CoC, ESG, HOPWA). The data that resulted from these searches were downloaded and the funding amounts from the three programs were summed.

73 *CPD Allocations and Awards*, HUD Exchange, https://www.hudexchange.info/grantees/cpd-allocations-awards/ (last visited Apr. 19, 2016) (select Year: 2014, select State: Washington, select Program: CoC, ESG, HOPWA). The data that resulted from these searches were downloaded and the funding amounts from the three programs were summed.

74 *CPD Allocations and Awards*, HUD Exchange, https://www.hudexchange.info/grantees/cpd-allocations-awards/ (last visited Apr. 19, 2016) (select Year: 2013, select State: Washington, select Program: CoC, ESG, HOPWA). The data that resulted from these searches were downloaded and the funding amounts from the three programs were summed.


See supra note 14.
